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SUMMARY

Spacing the first two doses of SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccines beyond 3–4 weeks
raised initial concerns about vaccine efficacy. While studies have since shown
that long-interval regimens induce robust antibody responses, their impact on
B and T cell immunity is poorly known. Here, we compare SARS-CoV-2 naive do-
nors B and T cell responses to two mRNA vaccine doses administered 3–4 versus
16weeks apart. After boost, the longer interval results in a highermagnitude and
a more mature phenotype of RBD-specific B cells. While the two geographically
distinct cohorts present quantitative and qualitative differences in T cell
responses at baseline and after priming, the second dose led to convergent
features with overall similar magnitude, phenotype, and function of CD4+ and
CD8+ T cell responses at post-boost memory time points. Therefore, compared
to standard regimens, a 16-week interval has a favorable impact on the B cell
compartment but minimally affects T cell immunity.
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INTRODUCTION

The standard SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccine regimens recommend an interval of 21 days (Pfizer-BioNTech

BNT162b2) or 28 days (Moderna mRNA-1273) between vaccine doses. However, the optimal interval has

not been determined in controlled trials. In the context of vaccine scarcity and given the significant

protection already conferred by the first dose in non-high-risk populations,1–3 some public health agencies

implemented schedules with longer intervals to rapidly extend population coverage.4–6 While such strate-

gies generated concerns given uncertain immunogenicity, a longer period of partial vulnerability to

infection, and a hypothetical risk of escape mutant selection, epidemiological evidence supports this

approach as a valid alternative in lower-risk populations7,8 in which robust T cell and antibody responses

are observed after a single dose.9 Recent reports suggest that an extended interval between priming

and boost procured enhanced humoral responses.10–13

As protective antibodies are associated with vaccine efficacy,14,15 there is a need to better understand the

generation and maintenance of B cell memory responses elicited by different vaccine modalities. As CD4+

T cell help provided by T follicular helper (Tfh) is critical for the expansion, affinity maturation, and memory

development of B cells,16–19 it is also important to determine whether dosing interval affects CD4+ and

CD8+ T cell vaccine responses. Demonstrating a direct protective role of SARS-CoV-2-specific CD4+ and

CD8+ T cells independent of humoral immunity has been more challenging, but a number of studies

support the notion that these lymphocyte subsets may contribute to recovery from COVID-19: Th1 cells,

which foster development of CD8+ T cell memory,20 and Th17 are important for mucosal immunity.21

However, T cell subsets show important heterogeneity and plasticity, better fitting with spectra of pheno-

types and functions than fully distinct populations.22 Previous studies by our group21 and others23,24 have

demonstrated that SARS-CoV-2-specific CD4+ T cells generated after the first vaccine dose predicted the

humoral, B cell and CD8+ T cell responses at later time points.
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Figure 1. A 16-week delayed boost enhances the magnitude and maturation of B cell responses

(A) Schematic representation of study design. Blood samples were analyzed at four-time points in the long (red) interval (LI) and short (blue) interval (SI)

cohorts: baseline (B); 3 weeks after priming (D1), 1–3 weeks after boost (D2), and 10–16 weeks after boost (M2). For SI participants, a later M20 time point

(23 weeks after boost) was also analyzed.

(B) Representative examples of RBD-specific B cell responses.

(C–E) Kinetics of RBD-specific B cell responses in LI (red) vs SI (blue) cohorts.

(C) Individual responses according to time of sampling. Colored background and syringe indicate the time of dose injections. Dots indicate time points

examined.

(D) The bold line represents cohort’s median value. Right panel: Wilcoxon tests.

(E) Inter-cohort comparisons. Bars represent medians G interquartile ranges. Mann-Whitney tests are shown.

(F) Scatterplots showing temporal RBD+ B cell correlations in the LI and SI cohorts. r: correlation coefficient. Significant correlations by Spearman tests

(p < 0.05) are shown in bold.

(G) Frequencies of IgD, IgM, IgA, and IgG-positive cells within RBD-specific B cells within each cohort. Bars represent mediansG interquartile ranges. Paired

comparisons were performed with Wilcoxon tests.

(H) Proportion of IgM+ and IgD+ ORgate cells among RBD+ B cell cells. Bars represent medians G interquartile ranges with Mann-Whitney tests for

comparisons between the LI and SI cohorts.

(I) Proportion of IgG+ cells within RBD-specific B cells. Bars represent mediansG interquartile ranges, withMann-Whitney tests for comparisons between the

LI and SI cohorts.

(J) Proportion of IgD+/� and CD27+/� populations in RBD-specific B cells.

(K) Comparison of CD27-IgD + cells within RBD-specific B cells between the LI and SI cohorts. Bars represent mediansG interquartile ranges, Mann-Whitney

tests are shown. In (C–F) n = 26 for long-interval (LI), n = 12 short-interval (SI). In (G, H, I, and K), n = 19 long-interval (LI), n = 9 short interval (SI). In (J), only the

D2 andM2 time points provided enough events for analysis. n = 14 for long-interval (LI), n = 8 short-interval (SI). In (F–J), phenotypic analyses include samples

for which more than 5 RBD+ B cells were measured.
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However, in contrast to the important progress made in the understanding of the kinetics of B and T cell

responses in short-interval mRNA vaccine schedules,23–26 how a long interval between the first two vaccine

doses affects B and T cell immunity compared to standard dosing regimens remains poorly known due to

the paucity of studies performing side-by-side comparisons with the same cellular immunity assays.10,12,27

Here, we apply standardized high-parameter flow cytometry assays to longitudinally compare the quanti-

tative and qualitative features of vaccine-induced Spike-specific B cells, CD4+ T cells, and CD8+ T cells in

SARS-CoV-2 naive participants enrolled in two cohorts: participants who received the two mRNA vaccine

doses administered 16 weeks apart, defined as a long interval regimen; and participants who received the

two doses 3-4 weeks apart, defined as a short-interval regimen.

RESULTS

Study participants

We evaluated immune responses in two independent cohorts of health care workers (HCW) that received

two doses of mRNA vaccines (Figure 1A). The two cohorts differed by the time interval between the priming

and the boosting inoculations, which defined the long interval (LI) cohort (16-week spacing, n = 26;

Montreal cohort) and the short-interval (SI) cohort (3-4 weeks spacing, n = 12; Philadelphia cohort). Blood

samples were examined at baseline (B) before vaccination; 3 weeks after the first dose (D1); 1-3 weeks after

the second dose (D2), and 10 to 16 weeks after the second dose (M2). A later M20 time point (median

23 weeks (22-25) after the second dose) was also analyzed in SI participants to provide a better comparison

to M2 from LI volunteers. Clinical characteristics are shown in Table 1. The median age of the participants in

the short-interval cohort was 15-year-old significantly younger (Mann-Whitney p = 0.019). Both cohorts

significantly differed in the interval between prime and boost, and in the time of sampling D2 (3 weeks

post second dose for LI, 1 week for SI) and M2 (16 weeks post second dose for LI, 10 for SI). No other

statistical differences were noted.

A 16-week delayed boost enhances the magnitude and maturation of B cell responses

To evaluate SARS-CoV-2-specific B cells, we focused on the Receptor Binding Domain (RBD) of Spike to

minimize the inclusion of B cells cross-reactive to endemic coronaviruses.28,29 Co-detection of two fluores-

cently labeled recombinant RBD probes greatly enhances specificity (Figure 1B and30 flow cytometry panel,

Table S1; gating strategy, Figure S1A). We examined the magnitude of RBD-specific B cells (defined as

RBD1+RBD2+CD19+CD20+) in the two cohorts (Figure 1C). Most participants showed no signal at baseline,

and clear RBD-specific B cell responses after priming that were very similar between the LI and SI cohorts at

the D1 time point, as expected. In the LI cohort, the second dose elicited robust recall responses at D2,

followed by a decline at M2. The recall response in SI participants was more modest and plateaued at
iScience 26, 105904, January 20, 2023 3



Table 1. Clinical characteristics of the study participantsa

Long Interval (LI)b Short Interval (SI)b

Prime-boost intervalc 16 weeks apart 3 weeks apart

Variablec (n = 26) (n = 12)

Vaccine regimen

Pfizer BNT162b2 vaccine (2 doses) n = 25 n = 11

Heterologous vaccine strategy (Moderna

mRNA-1273 and Pfizer BNT162b2)

n = 1 n = 0

Moderna mRNA-1273 vaccine (2 doses) N = 0 n = 1

Age (years)c 51 (41–56) 38 (22–63)

Sex

Male 11 (42%) 4 (33%)

Female 15 (58%) 8 (66%)

Vaccine dose spacing (days)

Days between doses 1 and 2c 111 (109–112) 21 (20–28)

Visits for immunological profiling (days)

B, days before first dose 1 (0–5) 0 (-1–1)

D1, days after first dose 21 (19–26) 21 (20–28)

D1, days before second dose 90 (85–92) 0 (-1–0)

D2, days after first dosec 133 (130–139) 29 (27–38)

D2, days after second dosec 21 (20–27) 7 (7–12)

M2, days after first dose 224 (222–228) 94 (86–115)

M2, days after second dosec 112 (110–119) 70 (65–94)

M2’, days after first dose 186 (196–181)

M2’, days after second dose 165 (175–153)

aValues displayed are medians, with IQR: interquartile range in parentheses for continuous variables, or percentages for

categorical variables.
bThe Long-interval (LI) and Short-interval (SI) cohorts were compared by the following statistical tests: for continuous

variables, Mann-Whitney test, for categorical variables, Fisher’s test.
cStatistically different values between the LI and SI cohorts (p < 0.05).
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M2 and M2’ (Figures 1C–1E). The LI individuals globally peaked at higher magnitudes of RBD+ B cell

responses despite being globally older (Figure 1E) but converged with the SI cohort at subsequentmemory

time points (Figures 1C–1E). In contrast to short-interval participants, where no temporal association could

be found between post-prime RBD+ B cell responses and post-boost RBD+ B cells, a strong and statistically

significant positive correlation was observed in the long-interval cohort (Figure 1F). Likewise, RBD+ B cell

responses at D2 were associated with stronger memory responses in the long-interval cohort (Figure 1F).

We next determined whether the interval between vaccine doses qualitatively impacted the development

of antigen-specific B cells by measuring IgM, IgD, IgA, and IgG expression on RBD-specific B cells (Fig-

ure S1B). To avoid excessive noise in phenotyping analyses, we only included donors in whom we detected

R5 RBD-specific B cells at every time point. RBD-specific B cells from LI and SI donors were dominated by

IgG+ at both D2 and M2 time points (Figures 1G and S1C). However, a higher proportion of unswitched

IgM+ or IgD+ RBD-specific B cells was detected at both time points in the SI cohort (Figures 1H and

S1D). Consequently, the proportion of IgG+ RBD+ B cells was lower in the SI than in the LI cohort (Figure 1I).

Both the elevated proportion of immature IgM+/IgD+ RBD-specific B cells (Figure S1E) and decreased pro-

portion of IgG+ RBD-specific B cells were observed at the later M20 SI time point (Figure S1F). Thus, when

comparing M20 SI with M2 LI, additional maturation time did not mitigate the differences in IgM+/IgD+ and

IgG+ RBD-specific B cells proportion between both cohorts (Figures 1H and 1I).

To assess RBD-specific B cell differentiation, we next quantified IgD and CD27 co-expression (Figure S1G).

CD27 is predominantly expressed on memory B cells,31 and IgD on unswitched B cells.32 An atypical dou-

ble-negative (DN) IgD�CD27�was dominant at both the D2 andM2 time points in both cohorts (Figures 1J
4 iScience 26, 105904, January 20, 2023
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Figure 2. The initial two-dose vaccination series elicits Spike-specific CD4+ T cell responses of similar magnitude irrespective of dosing interval

SARS-CoV-2 Spike-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in long (red) and short (blue) receiving two vaccine doses.

(A–C) Longitudinal (A and B) and inter-cohort (C) analyses of net Spike-specific AIM+ CD4+ T cell responses.

(D–F) Longitudinal (D and E) and inter-cohort (F) analyses net AIM+ CD8+ T cell responses.
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Figure 2. Continued

(G–I) Longitudinal (G and H) and inter-cohort (I) analyses of the net magnitude of cytokine+ CD4+ T cell responses. The bold lines in B, E and H represent

median values. The bars in C, F and I represent medianG interquartile ranges. In (B, E, H), the right panel shows statistical comparisons usingWilcoxon tests.

In (C, F, I), Mann-Whitney tests are shown for inter-cohort comparisons and Wilcoxon tests for intra-cohort comparisons.

(J and K) Heatmap showing temporal correlations of (J) AIM+ CD4+ and (K) AIM+ CD8+ T cells between the different time points for the two cohorts. The

numbers in high square represent the correlation coefficient r. Significant Spearman tests results are indicated by stars (*: p < 0.1, **: p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.001).

In A-K) LI cohort: n = 26, SI cohort: n = 12.
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and S1H). In the LI cohort, class-switched memory IgD�CD27+ RBD-specific B cells were present at D2 and

subsequently contracted at M2. This more mature subset was negligible at both time points in the SI

cohort. Immature IgD+CD27�were rarely observed in LI participants, contrasting with their sizable propor-

tion at M2 and M20 in the SI cohort (Figures 1J and S1I). There was a trend for a higher proportion of

unswitched RBD-specific B cells in SI compared to LI at M2. This difference reached significance when

comparing LI M2 with SI M20, time points that are more comparable (Figure 1K).

The SI and LI cohorts studied here represent subsets of cohorts in which we previously studied humoral

responses in-depth.13 To contextualize our RBD-specific B cells analysis, we plotted the humoral responses

against RBD in our cohorts (Figure S1J). We observed no statistically significant differences in the magni-

tude of RBD-specific antibody responses between the LI and SI cohorts at corresponding time points

(Figures S1K and S1L). However, we observed a significantly higher RBD avidity at M2 in the LI cohort

(Figure S1M), in agreement with a previous report showing higher RBD avidity in individuals receiving a

long interval compared to a short interval.13

These data show that compared to the standard short-interval regimen, the second vaccine dose given

after a long 16-week interval elicited robust RBD+ B cell responses peaking at higher magnitude than a

shorter 3-week interval. The longer interval resulted in increased B cell maturity and stronger associations

between early post-boost and memory responses.

The initial two-dose vaccination series elicits spike-specific CD4+ T cell responses of similar

magnitude irrespective of dosing interval

CD4+ T cells help play a critical role in the development of B cell and CD8+ T cell immunity. We, therefore,

measured Spike-specific T-cell responses at the four time points in the two cohorts (Figures 2 and S2). As in

our previous work,9 we used both a TCR-dependent activation-induced marker (AIM) assay that broadly

identifies antigen-specific T cells and intracellular cytokine staining (ICS) to perform functional profiling

(flow cytometry panels: Tables S2 and S3).

The AIM assay involved a 15-h incubation of PBMCs with an overlapping peptide pool spanning the Spike

coding sequence of the ancestral strain and the measurement of CD69, CD40L, 4-1BB and OX40 upregu-

lation upon stimulation. We used an AND/OR Boolean combination gating to assess the total frequencies

of antigen-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (Figures S2A and S2B).9,33 At D2, all individuals had detectable

CD4+ T cell responses (Figure S2C), and most had measurable CD8+ T cell responses (Figure S2D).

AIM CD4+ T cell responses in the two cohorts differed at baseline and after the first dose (Figure 2A). An

increased plasma antibody binding to the prevalent OC43 betacoronavirus was noted in the LI cohort

(Figure S2E). It raises the possibility that the higher AIM responses at baseline of LI are the consequences

of previous cross-reactive expositions to common coronaviruses,34,35 although pre-exposition to abortive

infection without seroconversion is also possible.36 The effect of the second dose in LI was modest, with

AIM CD4+ T cell responses still higher than at baseline, but lower than the initial responses at D1. In

contrast, in SI the second dose further increased after an initially weaker CD4+ T cell response. Despite

these initial differences, the trajectories converged at D2 (Figures 2B and 2C). In LI participants, the AIM

CD4+ T cell responses decreased at the memory time points, a decline not yet observed in the SI cohort

owing to a comparatively earlier sampling.

The trajectories of AIM+ CD8+ T responses were heterogeneous (Figure 2D). As reported in our previous

study,21 LI participants elicited weak but significant responses after priming, a trend for stronger responses

after the boost and contraction at M2 (Figure 2E). Consistent with AIM+ CD4+ T cell responses, AIM+ CD8+

T cell responses in the SI cohort were lower at baseline and D1 (Figure 2F). AIM+ CD8+ T responses
6 iScience 26, 105904, January 20, 2023
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Figure 3. The second dose leads to convergence of some CD4+ T helper differentiation features differing early between the LI and SI cohorts

(A) Representative flow cytometry dot plots for the indicated univariate phenotypic populations.

(B) Net longitudinal frequencies of each AIM+ CD4+ T cell subpopulation in LI (red) and SI (blue) cohorts. Bold lines represent cohort’s median value. Bottom

panel: Wilcoxon tests for each pairwise comparison.
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Figure 3. Continued

(C) Cohort comparisons at each time point for the subsets presented in (A). The bars represent median G interquartile ranges. Mann-Whitney tests are

shown.

(D) Proportion of CXCR5+, CXCR3+, CCR6+, CXCR6+ and PD-1+ cells in total AIM+ CD4+ T cells at the D2 andM2 time points following the second dose. Bars

represent medians G interquartile ranges. Mann-Whitney tests are shown.

(B–D) Phenotypic analyses include only individuals for which the spike-specific signal was R2 times over the background, with R5 positive events. (BCD) LI

cohort: n = 26, SI cohort: n = 12.
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plateaued from D2 up to M20 at levels comparable to the post-attrition levels seen in the LI cohort

(Figures 2E and 2F), again indicating a convergence between the two vaccine modalities.

The ICS assay involved a 6-h stimulation with the Spike peptide pool and measurement of the effector

molecules IFN-g, IL-2, TNF-a, IL-17A, IL-10, and CD107a. We defined cytokine+CD4+ T cell responses by

an AND/OR Boolean gating strategy (Figure S2F). Cytokine+ CD4+ T effector cells were readily detected

after vaccination in most participants (Figure S2G). Total cytokine+ CD8+ T cell responses were weak or

undetectable in most participants, precluding their detailed analysis (Figure S2H). The ICS patterns in

both cohorts paralleled the AIM assays, albeit at a lower magnitude (Figure 2G). Cytokine responses in

SI and LI converged at D2 and remained similar at M2 and M2’ (Figures 2H and 2I). In contrast to AIM,

however, cytokine+ CD4+ T cell responses at M2 remained significantly higher than at baseline in both

cohorts (Figure 2H), showing longer-term memory poised for exerting effector functions.

As the expansion of previously primed antigen-specific T cells may impact T cell responses to vaccination,

we examined correlations across visits (Figures 2J and 2K). We found in the LI cohort weak associations

between post-priming AIM+ CD4+ T cell responses and those measured after boost or at the memory

time point, respectively (Figure 2J). These associations were stronger in SI participants. We also found tem-

poral associations for Spike-specific CD8+ T responses despite their lower magnitudes (Figure 2K).

These data show that in contrast to B cell responses, the initial differences in the magnitude of Spike-spe-

cific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses that we observed between cohorts prior and early after priming

disappeared after the second dose. The similar responses at the memory time point suggest that the

time interval between the two doses has a limited impact on the emergence and maintenance of Spike-

specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell immunity.

The second dose leads to convergence of some CD4+ T helper differentiation features

differing early between the LI and SI cohorts

As the interval had a limited impact on the generation of CD4+ T cells but B cell responses remained lower after

the second dose, we tested if different intervals could qualitatively affect CD4+ T cell responses and compared

key CD4+ T cell subsets at D2 andM2 (Figure 3). We examined chemokine receptors that are preferentially, but

not exclusively, expressed by some lineages and are involved in tissue homing (CXCR5 for Tfh; CXCR3 for Th1;

CCR6 for Th17 and Th22 and mucosal homing; CXCR6 for pulmonary mucosal homing,37,38 and PD-1 as an

inhibitory checkpoint (Figure 3A)), and assessed their longitudinal fluctuations (Figures 3B and 3C).

CCR6+ cells were dominant in both cohorts, representing a median of 72% in LI and 54% in SI of all D2

responses, but with a wide inter-individual variation (Figure 3D). Median CXCR5+ was 28% (LI) and 14%

(SI), median CXCR3+ was 14% (LI) and 27% (SI), and PD-1+ was 17% (LI) and 23% (SI). CXCR6+ cells were

the rarest tested polarization, representing 13% (LI) and 14% (SI) of AIM+ CD4+ T cells. We observed a var-

iable contribution of these Thelper subsets to the differences in total magnitude of CD4+ T cell responses

between the LI and SI cohorts at baseline and after priming (Figures 3B and 3C). The CCR6+ and CXCR5+

subset showed major differences, with increased frequencies in LI at D2, then convergence at M2, whereas

the kinetics of the CXCR3+ and CXCR6+ subsets showed no significant differences at any time points in the

two cohorts (Figures 3B and 3C). The PD-1+ subset differed initially but exhibited similar magnitudes after

the second dose and at M2 (Figures 3B and 3C). As shown by the relative fraction of each subset in the total

AIM+ CD4+ T cell populations, some qualitative differences were still present shortly after the second dose

but mostly waned at the memory time point (Figure 3D).

These results show that although the LI and SI cohorts presented qualitative differences at baseline and

after the priming dose, repeat inoculation led tomostly converging features at the memory time point after

the second dose despite the interval difference between doses in the two cohorts.
8 iScience 26, 105904, January 20, 2023
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Figure 4. The long and short vaccination regimens elicit largely similar patterns of CD4+ T cell effector functions

(A) Longitudinal net frequencies of indicated cytokine+ CD4+ T cell subpopulations in the LI (red) and SI (blue) cohorts. Bold lines represent cohort’s median

value. Lower panel: Wilcoxon tests for each pairwise comparison.

(B) Cohort comparisons at each time point for each function represented in (A). The bars represent mediansG interquartile ranges. Mann-Whitney tests are

shown.

(C) Proportions of IFN-g, Il-2, TNF-a, IL-10, and CD107a-expressing cells among total cytokine+ CD4+ T cells. Bars represent mediansG interquartile ranges.

Mann-Whitney tests are shown to compare long and short-interval cohorts.

(A-C) Phenotypic analyses include only individuals for which the spike-specific signal was R2 times over the background, with R5 positive events. (AB) LI

cohort: n = 26, SI cohort: n = 12. (C) LI cohort: n = 19, SI cohort: n = 8.
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The long and short vaccination regimens elicit largely similar patterns of CD4+ T cell effector

functions

We next compared effector functions by ICS at D2 and M2, focusing on IFN-g, TNF-a, IL-2, IL-10, and

CD107a (Figures 4A–4C). IFN-g+ and IL-2+ CD4+ T cells contracted at M2 in both cohorts, whereas TNFa

remained constant (Figures 4A and 4B). A decline of CD107a+ and IL-10+ CD4+ T cells was also observed

at M2 in both cohorts, but was more pronounced in the LI, consistent with the later time of sampling. After

the second dose, we did not detect any statistically significant differences in the qualitative functional

profile of CD4+ T cell responses elicited by the long and short-interval vaccination schedules, as illustrated

by the relative fraction of each cytokine in the total ICS response (Figure 4C).
iScience 26, 105904, January 20, 2023 9
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Therefore, a longer interval between the first and second doses does not significantly alter the profile of

tested effector CD4+ T functions.
DISCUSSION

Several studies have shown that extending the interval between the first two doses of SARS-CoV-2 mRNA

vaccines beyond the recommended regimens of 3-4 weeks can lead to stronger antibody responses.10–13

These studies have led some public health agencies tomodify their vaccination guidelines accordingly (eg.,

8 weeks or more between the primary two doses in Quebec39). However, the impact of long-interval

regimens on cellular immunity is still poorly known due to the paucity of studies performing side-by-side

in-depth comparisons of different dosing regimens with the same assays. Here, we compared the anti-

gen-specific B cell, CD4+ T cell, and CD8+ T cell responses elicited in SARS-CoV-2 naive participants by

a 16-week interval regimen compared to the standard 3-4 weeks schedule.We observed that a long interval

increased the magnitude and maturation of RBD-specific B cell responses, while the completion of the

primary vaccine series led to quantitatively and qualitatively similar memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cell memory

responses in both regimens.

The RBD-specific B cells responses to the first vaccine dose were very consistent between the two co-

horts and did not appear impacted by the age difference between the groups. In contrast, the magni-

tude of these responses markedly differed after the second dose, with a robust increase in the LI cohort

contrasting with a weak gain for the SI cohort. A second dose after a short interval might act like a pro-

longed antigen delivery rather than a recall of primed responses, thus explaining a more limited benefit.

While the sampling time could contribute to differences observed early after the second dose, the dif-

ferences persisted as a strong trend at M2 before a late convergence at M20 memory time point. The

increased B cell responses with a long interval are supporting recent findings showing that a longer

interval also increases the peak humoral responses and antibody maturation,10–12,40,41 and are consistent

with the fact that germinal centers remain active for several weeks after vaccination,42 with the

continuous evolution of the B cell compartment for several months43 and accumulation of somatic hyper-

mutations.18,42,44 Hence, an early second dose likely corresponds to a suboptimal timing in terms of

re-exposure to the cognate antigen, while a longer interval allows for a better evolution of the B cell

repertoire. In line with these findings, the B cell maturation profile differed between the LI and SI cohorts

after the second dose: almost all RBD-specific B cells presented an isotype-switched IgG+ phenotype in

LI participants, contrasting with sizable IgM+ and IgD+ cell populations in SI volunteers which, impor-

tantly, persisted 23 weeks after boost. The memory differentiation phenotype was also consistent with

this profile, with a larger fraction of RBD+ B cells with a CD27+ IgD� memory phenotype early after boost

in the LI participants. As we previously reported21 the RBD-specific B cell responses were dominated by

the double-negative CD27� IgD� cells, including at the memory time point. This phenotypic subset was

described in autoimmune diseases45,46 and in response to vaccination.47 CD27� IgD+ RBD+ B cells were

absent at baseline and in previously infected individuals,21 suggesting recently activated B cells. Taken

together, these results suggest that the long-interval regimen is beneficial to the generation and matu-

ration of the B cell compartment, consistent with the higher avidity achieved after the two doses of the

long-interval schedule.

We observed that Spike-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses at baseline were significantly stronger in

the LI compared to the SI cohort. While we cannot exclude that this difference is due to precedent abortive

SARS-CoV-2 infection with no seroconversion,36 other studies have shown that cross-reactive immunity to

common coronaviruses plays a major role in shaping these pre-existing SARS-CoV-specific CD4+ and CD8+

T cell responses.48–51 Of note, our two cohorts were of geographically distinct locations (LI: Montreal, SI:

Philadelphia) and the LI participants were significantly older than the SI volunteers. While the lack of suffi-

cient PBMC samples precluded direct testing of cross-reactivity for CD4 and CD8 T cell responses, the

higher antibody recognition of the OC43 Spike by the plasma from the LI cohort supports the possibility

that differential previous exposure to endemic coronaviruses contributes to the pre-vaccination differences

observed. These differences persisted after the first vaccine dose, consistent with a previously reported

association between pre-existing T cell immunity and responses after priming.9,49,52,53 Importantly,

however, the quantitative and qualitative differences in CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses decreased already

early after the second vaccine dose and waned almost entirely at the memory time point collected 10 to

16 weeks after the boost. This convergence was present both in phenotypic AIM assays (e.g, for CXCR5+

and CCR6+ CD4+ T cells) and functional ICS assays. IFN- g+ and IL-2+ CD4+ T cell responses were
10 iScience 26, 105904, January 20, 2023
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comparable in the two cohorts, consistent with a recent study.10 Similarly, we did not identify differences

in memory responses for TNF-a and IL-10 production. The small difference in CD107a+ CD4+ T cells

frequencies should be interpreted with caution, given the very low magnitude of these responses. At first

sight, our IL-2 data differ from another study that reported stronger memory IL-2+ CD4 T cell responses in

long-interval vaccination.12 However, the timeline may contribute to these differences. In our study, we

assessed memory later after the second dose (10-16 weeks versus 4 weeks in12). Therefore, the completion

of the primary 2-dose vaccination leads to convergent CD4+ and CD8+ T cell memory responses

irrespective of dosing interval.

While the initial rationale of delaying the second dose was to provide some level of immunity more rapidly

to a larger number of people in the context of limited vaccine supply,6 our results show that this strategy is

beneficial to the generation of B cell responses without negative impact on T cell immunity. The potential

immunological benefits of increasing the interval between doses must be weighed against a prolonged

window of suboptimal protection, particularly while the virus and its different variants of concern are circu-

lating in the population. Many countries now recommend a third dose, and more, although compliance

with additional inoculations is a significant issue. Whether additional inoculations further abrogate the dif-

ferences in cellular immunity observed between the long and short-interval regimens after the primary

vaccination series warrants further investigation.
Limitations of the study

The cohorts were from two different countries that implemented different vaccination policies. As a result,

the time points after the second dose were not perfectly matched. To mitigate this, we emphasized the

direct comparisons on memory time points, which are less likely to be affected by the difference in the

time of sampling.

The LI cohort is globally older than the SI cohort. Because age is associated with immune senescence,54,55

we may underestimate the benefit of extending the delay between the two doses. Our global message re-

mains that compared to the standard vaccination schedule, a longer interval provides equivalent or better

spike-specific B, CD4, and CD8 T cell responses.

Here, we investigated individuals who were SARS-CoV-2 naive prior to vaccination. However, we did not

investigate the impact of long versus short-interval vaccine regimens in previously infected people.

Further comparative studies are therefore required to assess the impact of dosing interval on cellular

hybrid immunity. Also, we could not measure the impact of pre-exposition to abortive SARS-CoV-2

infection.

The demographically distinct LI and SI cohorts presented differences in T cell responses at baseline that we

interpreted as likely reflecting the presence of a pre-existing pool of cross-reactive cells to other corona-

viruses. Formal demonstration would require epitope-specific mapping of T cell responses, for which we

did not have enough PBMC samples available. Also, in the current study, we could not measure the impact

of potential pre-exposition to abortive SARS-CoV-2 infection that might potentiate cellular responses in

absence of seroconversion.

We analyzed the cellular responses to ancestral strain antigens corresponding to the mRNA vaccines. The

limiting availability in PBMC did not allow to assess the impact of dosing interval on B and T cell responses

to variants of concern.

The size of the cohorts investigated here, particularly of the short-interval group, is not sufficient to uncover

potential smaller qualitative differences in the T cell responses that might be caused by different intervals.

However, the contrasting results obtained for B cell responses compared to T cell responses are clear

enough to conclude that modifying the time between vaccine inoculations has a much bigger impact on

B cell than T cell immunity.

Our study conducted in a low-risk HCW cohort may not be generalizable to vulnerable groups, particularly

immunocompromised or elderly populations, in which the cellular immune responses and the risk/benefit

ratio may differ. Future studies will be required to better quantify the immune response over time in these

populations.
iScience 26, 105904, January 20, 2023 11
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Materials availability

All unique reagents generated during this study are available from the lead contact upon amaterial transfer

agreement (MTA).

Data and code availability

The published article includes all datasets generated and analyzed for this study. This paper does not

report any original code. Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed

to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact Author (daniel.kaufmann@chuv.ch).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Ethics statement

All work was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki in terms of informed consent

and approval by an appropriate institutional board. Blood samples were obtained from donors who con-

sented to participate in this research project at CHUM (19.381). Individuals from the Philadelphia cohort

were enrolled in the study with approval from the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board

(IRB# 844642). All participants were otherwise healthy and did not report any history of chronic health

conditions.
Participants

No specific criteria such as number of patients (sample size), clinical or demographic were used for

inclusion, beyond negative PCR confirmation for SARS-CoV-2 infection. The study was conducted in

26 SARS-CoV-2 naı̈ve individuals with a long interval, and 12 with a short interval. All the information is

summarized in Table 1.
PBMCs collection

PBMCs were isolated from blood samples by Ficoll density gradient centrifugation and cryopreserved in

liquid nitrogen until use.
Plasma and antibodies

Plasma samples were collected, heat-inactivated for 1 hour at 56�C and stored at�80�Cuntil ready to use in

subsequent experiments. Plasma samples from uninfected donors collected before the pandemic were

used as negative controls and used to calculate the seropositivity threshold in our ELISA assay. The

RBD-specific monoclonal antibody CR3022 was used as a positive control in ELISA assays. Horseradish

peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated Abs able to detect the Fc region of human IgG (Invitrogen) was used as sec-

ondary Abs to detect Ab binding in ELISA experiments. Alexa Fluor-647-conjugated goat anti-human Abs

able to detect all Ig isotypes (anti-human IgM+IgG+IgA; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) were

used as secondary Ab to detect plasma binding in flow cytometry experiments.
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Cell lines

293T human embryonic kidney cells (obtained from ATCC) were maintained at 37�C under 5% CO2 in Dul-

becco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Wisent) containing 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (VWR) and

100 mg/ml of penicillin-streptomycin (Wisent).

METHOD DETAILS

Protein expression and purification

FreeStyle 293F cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were grown in FreeStyle 293F medium (Thermo Fisher

Scientific) to a density of 1 x 106 cells/mL at 37�C with 8% CO2 with regular agitation (150 rpm). Cells

were transfected with a plasmid coding for SARS-CoV-2 S RBD using ExpiFectamine 293 transfection

reagent, as directed by the manufacturer (Invitrogen).56,57 One week later, cells were pelleted and dis-

carded. Supernatants were filtered using a 0.22 mm filter (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The recombinant

RBD proteins were purified by nickel affinity columns, as directed by the manufacturer (Thermo Fisher

Scientific). The RBD preparations were dialyzed against phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and stored in

aliquots at �80�C until further use. To assess purity, recombinant proteins were loaded on SDS-PAGE

gels and stained with Coomassie Blue.

SARS-CoV-2-specific B cells characterization

To detect SARS-CoV-2-specific B cells, we conjugated recombinant RBD proteins with Alexa Fluor 488 or

Alexa Fluor 594 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 2 3 106 frozen PBMC

from SARS-CoV-2 naı̈ve donors were prepared in Falcon� 5ml-round bottom polystyrene tubes at a final

concentration of 4 3 106 cells/mL in RPMI 1640 medium (GIBCO) supplemented with 10% of fetal bovine

serum (Seradigm), Penicillin- Streptomycin (GIBCO) and HEPES (GIBCO). After a rest of 2h at 37�C and 5%

CO2, cells were stained using LIVE/DEAD Fixable Aqua dead cell (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA)

in DPBS (GIBCO) at 4�C for 20min. The detection of SARS-CoV-2-antigen specific B cells was done by

adding the RBD probes to the antibody cocktail listed in Table S1. Staining was performed at 4�C for

30min and cells were fixed using 2% paraformaldehyde at 4�C for 15min. Stained PBMC samples were

acquired on Symphony cytometer (BD Biosciences) and analyzed using FlowJo v10.8.0 software. To avoid

excessive noise in phenotyping analyses, we only included donors in whom we detected R5 RBD-specific

B cells at every time point.

Activation-induced marker (AIM) assay

The AIM assay9,33,58,59 was adapted for SARS-CoV-2 specific CD4 and CD8 T cells, as previously described.9

PBMCs were thawed and rested for 3h in 96-well flat-bottom plates in RPMI 1640 supplemented with

HEPES, penicillin and streptomycin and 10% FBS. PBMCs were then split in 3 conditions of 1.73106

PBMCs each: i) stimulated with an S glycoprotein peptide pool (0.5 mg/ml per peptide, corresponding

to the pool of 315 overlapping peptides (15-mers) spanning the complete amino acid sequence of the

Spike glycoprotein (JPT), ii) stimulated with Staphylococcus enterotoxin B (SEB) (0.5 mg/ml) as positive con-

trol and iii) a condition containing the same DMSO concentration as the Spike peptide pool stimulation

served as a negative control. Cells were stimulated for 15h at 37�C and 5% CO2. CXCR3, CCR6, CXCR6

and CXCR5 antibodies were added in culture 15 min before stimulation. Cells were stained using LIVE/

DEAD Fixable Aqua dead cell (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) for 20 min at 4 C then surface

markers (30 min, 4�C). Abs used are listed in Table S2. Cells were fixed using 2% paraformaldehyde

for 15 min at 4 C before acquisition on Symphony cytometer (BD Biosciences). Analyses were performed

using FlowJo v10.8.0 software. To minimize noise and increase specificity in the qualitative phenotypic

analysis, we included only samples for which the spike-specific signal was at least 2 times over background

with R5 positive events.33,60,61

Intracellular cytokine staining (ICS)

The ICS assay was adapted to study SARS-CoV-2-specific T cells, as previously described.9 PBMCs were

thawed and rested for 2 h in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS, Penicillin-Streptomycin

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and HEPES (Thermo Fisher scientific, Waltham, MA). PBMCs

were then split in 3 conditions of 1.73106 PBMCs each: i) stimulated with an S glycoprotein peptide

pool (0.5 mg/ml per peptide, corresponding to the pool of 315 overlapping peptides (15-mers) spanning

the complete amino acid sequence of the Spike glycoprotein (JPT), ii) stimulated with Staphylococcus

enterotoxin B (SEB) (0.5 mg/ml) as positive control and iii) a condition containing the same DMSO
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concentration as the Spike peptide pool stimulation served as a negative control. Cell stimulation was car-

ried out for 6h in the presence of mouse anti-human CD107a, Brefeldin A and monensin (BD Biosciences,

San Jose, CA) at 37�C and 5% CO2. Cells were stained using LIVE/DEAD Fixable Aqua dead cell (Thermo

Fisher Scientific,Waltham,MA) for 20 min at 4�C and surfacemarkers (30 min, 4�C), followed by intracellular

detection of cytokines using the IC Fixation/Permeabilization kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA)

according to the manufacturer’s protocol before acquisition on a Symphony flow cytometer (BD Biosci-

ences) and analysis using FlowJo v10.8.0 software. Abs used are listed in Table S3.

Characterization of effector functions among total cytokine+ cells, defined by our ORgate strategy, was

conducted on donors with R5 cytokine+ cells that represented a two-fold increase over the unstimulated

condition to avoid biased phenotyping. Given these criteria, only D2 could be analyzed.
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and RBD avidity index

TheSARS-CoV-2WTRBDELISAassayusedwaspreviouslydescribed.56,57Briefly, recombinantSARS-CoV-2WT

RBD proteins (2.5 mg/ml), or bovine serum albumin (BSA) (2.5 mg/ml) as a negative control, were prepared in

PBS and were adsorbed to plates (MaxiSorp Nunc) overnight at 4�C. Coated wells were subsequently blocked

with blocking buffer (Tris-buffered saline [TBS] containing 0.1% Tween20 and 2% BSA) for 1h at room temper-

ature. Wells were then washed four times with washing buffer (Tris-buffered saline [TBS] containing 0.1%

Tween20). CR3022mAb (50 ng/ml) or a 1/500 dilution of plasmawere prepared in a diluted solution of blocking

buffer (0.1% BSA) and incubated with the RBD-coated wells for 90 minutes at room temperature. Plates were

washed four times with washing buffer followed by incubation with secondary Abs (diluted in a diluted solution

ofblockingbuffer (0.4%BSA)) for 1hat roomtemperature, followedby fourwashes. Tocalculate theRBD-avidity

index, weperformed in parallel a stringent ELISA, where the plateswerewashedwith a chaotropic agent, 8Mof

urea, and added to the washing buffer. This assay was previously described.62 HRP enzyme activity was

determined after the addition of a 1:1 mix of Western Lightning oxidizing and luminol reagents (Perkin Elmer

Life Sciences). Light emission was measured with a LB942 TriStar luminometer (Berthold Technologies). The

signal obtained with BSA was subtracted for each plasma and was then normalized to the signal obtained

with CR3022 present in each plate. The seropositivity threshold was established using the following formula:

mean of pre-pandemic SARS-CoV-2 negative plasma + (3 standard deviations of the mean of pre-pandemic

SARS-CoV-2 negative plasma).
Cell surface staining and flow cytometry analysis

The plasmid encoding the HCoV-OC43 Spike was previously reported.56 293T cells were co-transfected

with a GFP expressor (pIRES2-GFP, Clontech) in combination with a plasmid encoding the full-length

HCoV-OC43 Spike. 48h post-transfection, Spike-expressing cells were stained with plasma (1/250 dilution).

AlexaFluor-647-conjugated goat anti-human IgM+IgG+IgA Abs (1/800 dilution) were used as secondary

Abs. The percentage of transfected cells (GFP+ cells) was determined by gating the living cell population

based on viability dye staining (Aqua Vivid, Invitrogen). Samples were acquired on a LSRII cytometer (BD

Biosciences) and data analysis was performed using FlowJo v10.7.1 (Tree Star).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis

Symbols represent biologically independent samples of HCW from LI and SI cohorts. Lines connect data

from the same donor. Thick lines represent median values. Differences in responses for the same patient

before and after vaccination were performed using Wilcoxon matched pair tests. Differences in responses

between individuals from LI and SI cohorts were measured by Mann-Whitney tests. Wilcoxon and Mann-

Whitney tests were generated using GraphPad Prism version 8.4.3 (GraphPad, San Diego, CA).23 p values

<0.05 were considered significant. p values are indicated for each comparison assessed. For descriptive

correlations, Spearman’s R correlation coefficient was applied. Significant Spearman test results are

indicated by stars (*: p < 0.1, **: p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.001). For graphical representation on a log scale

(but not for statistical tests), null values were arbitrarily set at the minimum values for each assay.
Software scripts and visualization

Graphics and pie charts were generated using GraphPad PRISM version 8.4.3 and ggplot2 (v3.3.3) in

R (v4.1.0).
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